TRIFLEX

3 in 1 INNOVATION

SO FLEXIBLE.
SO POWERFUL. SO FAST.
SO FLEXIBLE.
Discover a form for every function with Miele’s unique design of three cordless modes in one vacuum.
EFFORTLESS DEEP CLEANING.

The adjustable PowerUnit at the bottom provides a lighter feel, with the weight close to the ground and not in your hand. Combined with the extra-wide electrobrush, Comfort mode makes cleaning large areas feel effortless.

MAXIMUM REACH.

For hard-to-reach places, setting the PowerUnit at the top of the vacuum makes lifting and maneuvering the Triflex HX1 a breeze. In Reach mode, you can easily clean ceiling corners and underneath low furniture.

EASY HANDLING.

In Compact mode, the Triflex HX1 offers easy handling, ideal for quick clean-ups and tight spaces.
SO POWERFUL.

Triflex HX1’s Vortex technology, combined with the powerful electrobrush, offers extreme suction as strong as Miele’s most powerful corded vacuum series.¹ You can rely on the HEPA² filter to remove all fine dust and dirt particles.

¹ Cleaning performance compared to a Miele canister vacuum cleaner Complete C3 (SGEF3) with Turbobrush STB 305-3. According to IEC62885-2.
² Triflex HX1 Pro and Cat&Dog in accordance with EN 1822/2011.
SO FAST.

The extra-wide electrobrush means you can cover more ground in less time – without compromising on performance. It automatically adapts to all floor types, so you can experience faster deep cleaning on every surface.
NO CORD. NO COMPROMISE.

Our VARTA Li-Ion battery offers up to 60 minutes\(^1\) of cleaning per charge. The Pro model includes an additional battery for a run time of up to 120 minutes\(^2\) for conquering large spaces. Plus, with an extra charging unit you’ll always be charged and ready to go.
EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS.
Models to fit your lifestyle.

TRIFLEX HX1 PRO
- Multi Floor XXL electrobrush with BrilliantLight
- Maximum air filtration with maintenance-free HEPA\textsuperscript{3} lifetime filter
- Two replaceable VARTA Li-ion battery for up to 2 x 60 minutes runtime\textsuperscript{2}
- Additional battery charger

Infinity Grey Pearl Finish

TRIFLEX HX1 CAT&DOG
- Multi Floor XXL electrobrush with BrilliantLight
- Maximum air filtration with maintenance-free HEPA\textsuperscript{3} lifetime filter
- Replaceable VARTA Li-ion battery for up to 60 minutes runtime\textsuperscript{1}
- Handheld brush Electro Compact – designed to effectively remove pet hair from upholstery or car seats

Obsidian Black

TRIFLEX HX1
- Multi Floor XXL electrobrush
- Maintenance-free Hygiene lifetime filter
- Replaceable VARTA Li-ion battery for up to 60 minutes runtime\textsuperscript{1}

Lotus White
Graphite Grey

1 Applies to power setting 1 without electrobrush Multi Floor XXL attached.
2 Applies to power setting 1 without electrobrush Multi Floor XXL attached with the use of two batteries.
3 Triflex HX1 Pro and Cat&Dog in accordance with EN 1822/2011.